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Abstract
Information Systems Research (“Wirtschaftsinformatik”) basically follows two
research approaches: the behavioristic approach and the design-oriented
approach. In this memorandum, 10 authors propose principles of design-oriented
information systems research. Moreover, the memorandum is supported by 111 full
professors from the German-speaking scientific community, who with their
signature advocate the principles specified therein.
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Preamble
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Is information systems (IS) research supposed to be beneficial for society
and business? Until recently, this question was answered with a clear ‘Yes’
by the European IS research community, particularly by the German
speaking countries and Scandinavia, who were proud to graduate students
with fundamental knowledge concerning the design and implementation
of innovative business solutions that both business and public administration demanded. Also, these researchers could cite numerous examples
where scientific results produced in their field had successfully been
transferred to various areas in society and business. These examples are
founded in the close collaboration between scientists and business, as well
as in the unity of research and teaching. Thereby, both scholars and
students are aware of their domain’s reality.
In the Anglo-Saxon world, the corresponding research area to the
German term ‘Wirtschaftsinformatik’ (recently translated as ‘business and
information systems engineering’) is IS research. Rooted in the business
school culture, it is based on a behaviorist approach. Rather than aiming at
the design of innovative IS, it focuses more on observing IS characteristics
and user behavior. In doing so, this research has been able to produce
valuable finding in a number of areas; for example, the preferences of
internet users or the use of online services. However, leading exponents of
the discipline have complained for years that research in the field has
lacked relevance for the practitioners’ community, which could be
surmised from the fact that very few Ph.D.s from the IS discipline have
ended up working in business.
Reinforced by the Bologna Process, cross-national evaluation of the
performance and capabilities of universities and researchers has been
established in the member states of the European Union in recent years
(e.g., the German excellence initiative). The easiest evaluation form that is
intersubjectively verifiable is to count publications in international
scientific journals (i.e., journals published in English, as English is the
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lingua franca in the sciences). The journals most relevant
are based in the Anglo-Saxon scientific community,
predominantly following behaviorism as the guiding
research paradigm.
In the effort to have their work published in these
journals, researchers, and young researchers in particular,
have no other choice but to comply with the journals’
evaluation criteria for paper submissions. Basically, these
criteria say that publications providing statistical evidence of empirically identified characteristics of existing
IS are favored over publications presenting innovative
solutions that are considered highly beneficial for business. The consequences of this development can be seen
in many areas. Today, habilitation and tenure procedures,
applications for research grants, and rankings increasingly tend to require those criteria. One can no longer
deny that European IS research is in danger of shifting
from a design-oriented discipline into a descriptive one.
If we seek the cause for this quite questionable trend
(both from a societal and a business perspective), the
discipline itself needs to be put under scrutiny. IS
researchers in Europe have often preferred publishing
books to publishing papers in journals, they have largely
neglected publishing in English, which is required to be
visible on a global level, and they have shown little
commitment to the international scientific community.
The most prominent objective of European IS research
has basically been to produce practically beneficial,
business relevant results. Adoption of these results by
business (i.e., economic payoff) has often been considered more important in terms of providing evidence
of the correctness of results than transparent, welldocumented scientific development of results following
generally accepted criteria (i.e., scientific rigor). Inevitably,
in some cases, this has led to the publication of results
that fall short of rigorous scientific standards.
European IS research has an excellent opportunity to
build upon its strengths in terms of design orientation
and at the same time demonstrate its scientific rigor
through the use of generally accepted methods and
techniques for acquiring knowledge. Recently, a newly
emerging branch of Anglo-Saxon IS research known as
design science strives for the same objective as European
IS research does in order to meet the demand for more
practical relevance of scientific results.
The authors of the memorandum aim at the following
objectives:

While the memorandum’s initiators and signers advocate the idea of design-oriented IS research, they also
explicitly welcome behavioral research and the pluralism
of methods in the discipline. They strive for rigorous, yet
relevant research and they follow this view when
selecting reviewers for editorial boards and specifying
review criteria, when evaluating researchers and teachers
in tenure tracks and tenure procedures, when creating
incentive systems (e.g., rankings), and when deciding on
research funding. They call for support of their concern
from all stakeholder groups, particularly from the
economic and the political system.

 To provide rules for scientific rigor and improved
guidance for researchers.
 To provide criteria for journal and conference reviewers
work.
 To provide criteria for selection of young researchers
and tenure procedures.
 To provide criteria for evaluation of researchers and
research organizations.
 To position design-oriented IS research in the international research community.
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Stakeholder groups
Design-oriented IS research targets individuals and
organizations that provide resources for the research
and, in return, expect favorable results for themselves.
Important stakeholders of design-oriented IS research are
economic players (e.g., companies, managers, employees), public administration, the political system, all kinds
of groups in society (e.g., tax payers, students, road users,
patients, bank customers), and representatives from
other sciences (e.g., business sciences). All these groups
demand that design-oriented IS research produce artifacts
that should yield a certain benefit.

Research object
Design-oriented IS research deals with IS both for organizations and individuals in society and economy. IS are sociotechnical in nature and comprised of three object types,
namely people (i.e., human task bearers), information and
communications technology (i.e., technical task bearers),
and organizational concepts (i.e., functions, structures,
processes), and the interrelationships between them.
The body of knowledge of design-oriented IS research is
constituted by the scientific literature produced by the
discipline and – to a much larger extent – by the
experiences and knowledge accumulated in business
concerning IS, software products, organizational concepts, methods, and tools.

Research objectives
Design-oriented IS research aims to develop and provide
instructions for action (i.e., normative, practically applicable means-ends conclusions) that allow the design and
operation of IS and innovative concepts within IS
(instances). Thus, for each specific IS that is developed
design-oriented IS research builds upon a ‘to-be’ conception and then searches for the means to construct the
system according to this model while taking into account
given restrictions and limitations.
In contrast, behaviorism-based IS research analyzes
existing IS as phenomena (showing factual characteristics) in order to be able to identify causal relations.

Result types
Design-oriented IS research aims at the development of
artifacts, namely constructs (e.g., concepts, terminologies,
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and languages), models, methods, and instantiations
(i.e., concrete solutions implemented as prototypes or
production systems).
Concrete manifestations of such artifacts can be
axioms, guidelines, frameworks, norms, patents, software
(with open source code), business models, enterprise
start-ups, and much more.
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Typical methods for artifact design are demonstration
or prototype construction, modeling with CASE tools,
reference modeling, and method engineering.
Artifact evaluation is done through laboratory experiments, pilot applications (i.e., instantiation of prototypes), simulation procedures, expert reviews, and field
experiments (i.e., instantiations in a number of user
organizations).

Research process
Ideally, design-oriented IS research follows an iterative
process comprising four basic phases:
1. Analysis
Research may be initiated by any stakeholder including
the scientific and the practitioner community or by
both communities together. The business problem is
identified and described, and research objectives, questions, and gaps are specified. The state of the art of
problem-solving approaches known in business and
science is outlined and analyzed. A research plan is put
forward for the development and improvement of
artifacts required.
External factors that affect the problem are also
identified and selected, taking into account contingency.
Design-oriented IS research deals with various kinds
of research questions and takes advantage of a broad
range of research methods and linguistic mechanisms
(e.g., Unified Modeling Language). Research planning
ensures appropriate configuration of research methods
and language means best suited to the specific project.
2. Design
Artifacts should be created through generally accepted
methods, be justified as much as possible and be
contrasted with solutions already known in science
and business.
3. Evaluation
Scientific rigor demands validation of artifacts produced
against the objectives specified, applying the methods
stated in the research plan. The review process prior to
scientific publications is part of the evaluation.
4. Diffusion
To achieve the best possible diffusion of results among
the target groups, design-oriented IS research mainly
uses the following instruments: scientific papers, practitioner papers, conference papers, oral presentations,
dissertation theses, habilitation theses, technical books,
textbooks, lectures, seminars, on-the-job training, funding applications, instantiations in companies and public
administration, enterprise start-ups, and spin-offs.

Research methods
Design-oriented IS research uses research methods taken
from business, social, computer, and engineering sciences.
Frequently used methods for exploration in the analysis phase are surveys, case studies, expert interviews,
and IS analysis (e.g., database analysis).

Research principles
Scientific research in general needs to be characterized by
abstraction, originality, justification, and publication in
order to distinguish itself from the way solutions are
developed in the practitioners’ community (e.g., in user
organizations) or by commercial providers (e.g., software
vendors, consulting companies).
Specifically, design-oriented IS research must comply
with four basic principles:
 Abstraction: Each artifact must be applicable to a class
of problems.
 Originality: Each artifact must substantially contribute
to the advancement of the body of knowledge.
 Justification: Each artifact must be justified in a comprehensible manner and must allow for its validation.
 Benefit: Each artifact must yield benefit – either
immediately or in the future – for the respective
stakeholder groups.
Another important principle applied in design-oriented IS
research is deductive reasoning. The ideal case is to
formally deduct (i.e., mathematically) or to use semiformal (i.e., conceptual) instruments; however in most
cases design-oriented IS research takes advantage of
natural-language (i.e., argumentative) deduction, taking
into account existing theories and models. Designoriented IS research thus contributes substantially to
the structuring and integration of the body of knowledge.
But design-oriented IS research uses also inductive
reasoning (e.g., when inferring from single case studies).
Socio-technical systems typically involve a huge number of factors and variables, therefore design-oriented IS
research usually does not result in deterministic solutions. Only in rare cases can an artifact produced be
(formally) verified. Rather, an artifact is either accepted or
rejected by experts reviewing how it has been justified or
judging the implementation outcome.
Design-oriented IS research is not a non-judgmental
scientific discipline, rather it is normative, in a sense
that the construction of artifacts is guided by the
desire to yield a specific benefit and to satisfy certain
objectives.
Design-oriented IS research espouses academic freedom in science and teaching. Researchers are free to
decide on research objectives and research methods, as well
as publication of research results and stakeholder satisfaction, as long as they adhere to the above mentioned
principles.
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The undersigned

(For space reasons we do not repeat the list of 111 signatories
here. The full list of signatories is published in the original
German version in Zeitschrift für betriebswirtschaftliche
Forschung (zfbf), Volume 62, pp. 662–672).

The undersigned declare to fully agree with this memorandum and make efforts to effectively promote the
viewpoints and principles stated therein.
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